Structural and magnetic properties of the Fe x Pt 100−x ͑x =78-88͒ alloys have been investigated. It is found that for all of the investigated compositions, a phase transition occurs from the disordered ␥ phase to the ordered ␣ phase during cooling, while a reverse process takes place during heating. Moreover, magnetic fields also induce a phase transition from the ␥ phase to the ␣ phase near the transition temperature. The temperature-and magnetic-field-induced phase transitions give rise to a huge negative thermal expansion and thus a giant magnetic entropy change ͑up to 39.8 J / kg K for the alloy with x =79͒. The contribution of the magnetic field induced phase transition to the total magnetic entropy change is estimated to be around 20%-25%. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. ͓DOI: 10.1063/1.2745255͔ FePt alloys have attracted tremendous attention due to their richness in structures and magnetic properties. For instance, the equal atomic L1 0 FePt phase has potential applications in magnetic recording media and advanced permanent magnetic materials and the Fe 3 Pt phase is a good Invar alloy. However, the structures and magnetic properties of the Fe-rich Fe x Pt 100−x ͑x Ͼ 78͒ alloys have rarely been systematically studied even it was reported 50 years ago that they undergo a first-order phase transition from the disordered ␥ phase with face-centered-cubic ͑fcc͒ structure to ordered ␣ phase with body-centered-cubic ͑bcc͒ structure on cooling, and a reverse process on heating, 1-3 accompanied by a magnetization jump. 4 The coupled structural and magnetic phase transitions are similar to those of recently developed materials with giant magnetocaloric effect ͑GMCE͒, such as FeRh,
FePt alloys have attracted tremendous attention due to their richness in structures and magnetic properties. For instance, the equal atomic L1 0 FePt phase has potential applications in magnetic recording media and advanced permanent magnetic materials and the Fe 3 Pt phase is a good Invar alloy. However, the structures and magnetic properties of the Fe-rich Fe x Pt 100−x ͑x Ͼ 78͒ alloys have rarely been systematically studied even it was reported 50 years ago that they undergo a first-order phase transition from the disordered ␥ phase with face-centered-cubic ͑fcc͒ structure to ordered ␣ phase with body-centered-cubic ͑bcc͒ structure on cooling, and a reverse process on heating, 1-3 accompanied by a magnetization jump. 4 The coupled structural and magnetic phase transitions are similar to those of recently developed materials with giant magnetocaloric effect ͑GMCE͒, such as FeRh, 5 Gd 5 Si 4−x Ge x , 6 LaFe 11.2 Co 0.7 Si 1.1 , 7 and MnFeP x As 1−x , 8 which undergo first-order phase transitions. 9, 10 Unlike a typical second-order magnetic transition, a first-order phase transition is always accompanied by unusual magnetic behavior such as coexistence of ferromagnetic and paramagnetic phases, a field-and temperature-induced reversible magnetic, and crystallographic phase transition. In this letter, we report a giant magnetic entropy change near room temperature which is related to a temperature-and magnetic-fieldinduced structural phase transition in the Fe-rich FePt alloys.
The Fe x Pt 100−x ͑x =78-88͒ alloys were prepared by arc melting by using 99.97% Fe and 99.9% Pt, followed by annealing for 48 h at 1373 K for homogenization. The weight loss during melting was negligible and therefore the initial composition is assumed to be unchanged. The compositions were also checked by energy dispersive x-ray analysis. The structure was determined by x-ray diffraction ͑XRD͒ with Cu K␣ radiation. The magnetization measurements were carried out with a superconducting quantum interference device magnetometer up to 7 T. High-temperature thermomagnetic curves were measured in a high-temperature oven in a physical property measurement system. Figure 1 gives the thermomagnetic curves of the Fe 80 Pt 20 alloy under 100 Oe as an example. First, the sample was heated to 950 K, at which the disordered ␥ phase was obtained, then the sample was cooled down to 5 K before heating up again to 950 K at the rate of 10 K / min. A huge thermal hysteresis was observed as shown in Fig. 1 . The thermal hysteresis is attributed to the phase transition from the disordered ␥ phase to the ordered ␣ phase during cooling at the low temperature, while a reverse process took place during heating at relatively higher temperature.
1-3 Normally, the temperature region during phase transition is only several kelvins for the first-order transition systems such as GdGeSi and MnAsSb compounds. 9, 10 However, it is interesting to note that this region is as large as 30-40 K for the FePt system, as shown in Fig. 1 , which should be attributed to the strong composition dependence of the transition temperature. The inset of Fig. 1 shows the composition dependence of the transition temperatures T ␣-␥ and T ␥-␣ during cooling and heating, respectively. It should be noted that the values were determined from the intersection of extrapolations of the greatest slope and flat region of the thermomagnetic curves. As one can see, the 1% compositional fluctuation can induce more than 50 K change in phase transition temperature especially when x ഛ 80. The Fe content less than 78 leads to a disappearance of the thermal hysteresis due to the formation of Fe 3 Pt phase.
To confirm the temperature-induced phase transition, XRD patterns of the Fe 80 Pt 20 alloy in states A and B were measured, as shown in Fig. 2 . State A was obtained by cooling from 950 to 300 K, while state B was obtained by heating from 5 to 300 K, as shown in Fig. 1 . It can be seen that the Fe 80 Pt 20 alloy in state A has a ␥ phase with a fcc structure, while it transformed to ␣ phase with a bcc structure in state B. According to Rietveld refinement on the XRD patterns, the values of lattice parameter a of the ␥ phase and ␣ phase are 3.7131 and 2.9417 Å, respectively. The change of a reaches 26.2% which is unusually high. In FeRh and GdSiGe alloys, the volume changes ͉⌬V / V͉ during the phase transitions, which is responsible for their giant magnetic entropy change, are only 0.9% and 0.4%, respectively. 11, 12 It is also very interesting to note that the phase transition from the ␥ phase to the ␣ phase leads to broadened XRD peaks. This should be attributed to microstrain caused by the large lattice shrinkage in the polycrystalline materials. The inset of Fig. 2 gives the Williamson-Hall analysis of the XRD patterns. 13 It Figure 3 shows the magnetization curves of the Fe 80 Pt 20 alloy at different temperatures after cooling down from 950 to 350 K at a rate of 10 K / min. It shows that the alloys are paramagnetic when the temperature is higher than 310 K. At relatively low temperatures, magnetization hysteresis was observed. The magnetization increased fast when the magnetic field was higher than 4 T in the increasing field mode. This behavior is similar to the observations in MnFePAs and GdSiGe alloys where first-order phase transitions were observed. 5 However, the fact that the magnetization curves with decreasing field do not go back to the starting points with increasing field even at zero field means that the magnetic field induced phase transition is not reversible in the FePt alloys. The inset is an example at 300 K. It shows that the remanence magnetizations before and after applying 7 T magnetic field are 2.6 and 5.3 emu/ g, respectively. Thus the induced structural phase transition content from ␥ to ␣ is estimated to be around 11.6% by comparing with the remanence ͑23.2 emu/ g͒ of the complete ␣ phase at 210 K.
To understand the magnetic-field-induced structural phase transition, the XRD patterns of the Fe 80 Pt 20 alloys corresponding to states C and D were measured ͑Fig. 4͒, as shown in Fig. 3 . Both states C and D have the same thermal and magnetization histories, as shown by the M-H curves, i.e., the state C was obtained by increasing magnetic field to 2 T and then removing the field, while state D was obtained by applying a magnetic field of 7 T and then removing the field at 300 K. The XRD patterns were collected at room temperature and the intensity of peaks was normalized by the ͑111͒ peak of ␥ phase for comparison. It is found that in both states there exists a mixture of ␥ and ␣ phases. However, the peak intensity of the ␣ phase in state D is higher than that in state C ͑as shown in the inset of Fig. 4͒ , which means that the content of ␣ phase in state D is higher than that in state C. A quantitative analysis shows that the contents of ␣ phase in state C and D are 8.7% and 20.4%, respectively. This is consistent with the analysis of remanence magnetization as discussed above. Thus, it can be concluded that the high magnetic field also can induce the structural phase transition from the ␥ phase to the ␣ phase. It is noted that there was no ␣ phase in the alloy under zero or low field at room temperature ͑state A in Fig. 2͒ , while at state C ͑2 T, room temperature͒ the peaks from the ␣ phase showed up. This should be attributed to the phase transition during the high-field magnetic measurement at 305 K, as shown in Fig. 3 . Figure 5͑a͒ gives the magnetic entropy change ͉⌬S͉ obtained by the Maxwell relation [14] [15] [16] of the alloys with x =79 and 80 by increasing field. The calculated maximum values of ͉⌬S͉ under field changes from 0 to 5 T are 31.3 and 25.2 J / kg K for the alloys with x = 79 and 80, respectively. These values are far higher than those of Gd ͑9.7 J / kg K͒ and Gd 5 Si 2 Ge 2 ͑18.6 J / kg K͒. 6, 7 The maximum ͉⌬S͉ values can be improved to 39.8 and 34.0 J / kg K under the field change of 0 -7 T for the alloys with x = 79 and 80, respectively. Such large ͉⌬S͉ values were rarely observed in the Gd systems at the corresponding temperatures. The origin of GMCE in the present FePt alloys can be attributed to the coupled temperature-and field-induced structural phase transition. The huge negative lattice expansion in FePt alloys during the phase transition should be the reason for the giant ͉⌬S͉ values.
As discussed in Fig. 3 , an increasing field can induce the ␥ → ␣ phase transition, while it is not reversible with a decreasing field. Hence we can estimate the contribution of a field induced structural phase transition on GMCE by comparison of the ͉⌬S͉ values upon increasing and decreasing field measurements. Figure 5͑b͒ gives ͉⌬S͉ under different fields for the decreasing field measurements. The maximum values of ͉⌬S͉ were around 29.5 and 27.3 J / kg K under 0 -7 T for the alloys with x = 79 and 80, respectively. It is noted that the ͉⌬S͉ peak with increasing field is sharper than that with decreasing field since the magnetic-field-induced structural phase transition concentrates the magnetic entropy change to a narrow temperature range. By comparison of Figs. 5͑a͒ and 5͑b͒, the contributions of field induced structural phase transition on GMCE are estimated to be around 10.3 and 6.7 J / kg K ͑25% and 20% of the total ͉⌬S͉͒ for the alloys with x = 79 and 80, respectively.
In summary, in the Fe x Pt 100−x ͑x =78-88͒ alloys a structural phase transition from disordered ␥ phase to the ordered ␣ phase was observed during cooling, and a reverse process takes place during heating. Moreover, a magnetic field induces the structural phase transition from the ␥ phase to the ␣ phase near the transition temperature. The temperatureand magnetic-field-induced first-order phase transition lead to a huge negative thermal expansion ͑around 26.2%͒, and thus giant magnetic entropy changes of 39.8 and 34.0 J / kg K for the alloys with x = 79 and 80, respectively. This large entropy change may be useful for magnetocaloric material applications. However, elimination of the thermal hysteresis ͑e.g., by element doping͒ is necessary for potential applications. 
